The ways one can spend time at TEX conferences ...
ConTeXt Meeting, Brejlov, 18.9.2010, 12:11, second row on the left, sitting behind Hans' back, using Google talk

★ me

✢ Troy Henderson
Good morning. Do you know if there were ever finalized instructions made for installing the Lucida fonts for ConTeXt minimals?

I don’t know. But I managed to make them work if I remember correctly.

I recently tried to install them on another machine, and i was unsuccessful.

...  

I have Hans sitting in front of me and complaining about Lucida. He says: “Don’t use Lucida.”

I think he said the same thing when I emailed the list several months ago ;); I have a couple of math textbooks that use Lucida and perhaps it’s the math topic itself, but they are my favorite math books ... so naturally I'm a little “attached” to Lucida because of that ;)

I have just talked to Hans. There was a suggestion to write an email to Karl Berry and to hire Khaled Hosny to create an OpenType font with OpenType math. else it becomes pretty much a dead font. I think that would be great. Khaled usually needs about a week to create an OpenType font.
3 weeks later ...

12\textsuperscript{th} October 2010, Karl Berry’s email:

Hi folks,

First, thanks for suggesting and taking on the Lucida OpenType project.

The current status is that we are waiting for Chuck's lawyer to draft a short agreement that we will all sign.